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[1] This study describes a method to calculate long-term temperature trends, as an
alternative to the ones based on monthly mean temperatures, which are highly impacted
by the high winter variability partially due to wave-mean flow interactions like
Sudden Stratospheric Warmings (SSW). This method avoids the strong influence
of SSWs and provides “background” temperature trend estimates which are in better
agreement with expected direct radiative effects. The data set used results from lidar
measurements – performed above southern France continuously since late
1978 – combined with radiosonde profiles. With this new methodology, the long-term
trends during winter at 40 km shows a larger cooling per decade (2  0.4 K) than
when the mean temperature is used (0.4  0.4 K). The background temperature trend is
closer to the summer trend estimates which are similar whatever the temperature proxy
used, due to the absence of SSWs (2.9  0.3 K per decade with the mean-based
method and 3.4  0.3 K per decade with the background-based calculation). Based on
this background temperature, composite evolutions of winter anomalies for both
vortex-displacement and vortex-splitting major SSWs have been displayed: in both
cases the largest warming occurs at the time of the SSW in the upper stratosphere, with
mean amplitudes of more than 10 K. A warm signal in the upper mesosphere could suggest
a potential precursory role of gravity waves. Displacement-type events present an
18-day periodicity, which is a clear sign of the wave number one Rossby wave.
Colder tropospheric temperatures are noticed before and during the SSW,
and warmer ones after the event, with a stronger signal for split-type events.
Citation: Angot, G., P. Keckhut, A. Hauchecorne, and C. Claud (2012), Contribution of stratospheric warmings to temperature
trends in the middle atmosphere from the lidar series obtained at Haute-Provence Observatory (44N), J. Geophys. Res., 117,
D21102, doi:10.1029/2012JD017631.
1. Introduction
[2] The middle atmosphere is expected to continuously
cool due to the increase of greenhouse gases [Rind et al.,
1998]. Without any strong political regulation process, the
cooling rate should persist except if the natural sinks of
carbon dioxide (ocean and biosphere) evolve. Stratospheric
ozone decrease has led to an additional cooling in the upper
stratosphere [Hare et al., 2004; Cagnazzo et al., 2006]. The
induced cooling rate is expected to be roughly of the same
order of magnitude than the cooling due to greenhouse gases
(respectively 1.3 K per decade and 1.2 K per decade).
However, the temperature change due to global ozone
depletion is probably close to its maximum due to the
reduction of ozone depleting substances.
[3] Long-term temperature trends based on monthly mean
temperatures have been estimated with different data sets
retrieved from ground-based instruments (radiosondes, rock-
ets, lidars), meteorological satellites and analyses, showing
coolings differing in magnitude. Besides, these estimations
suffer from instrumental drifts, discontinuities and spatiotem-
poral sampling [Ramaswamy et al., 2001; Beig et al., 2003;
Randel et al., 2009]. While long-term trends were focused on
monthly mean temperatures’ changes, temperature variability
can be large, mainly in winter. Therefore the mean quantity
appears to be a poor proxy when data length is short. As
pointed out by Nishizawa and Yoden [2005], uncertainty on
trend estimates is also increased by periodic external forcings
with long periods, such as the 11-year solar cycle; intermittent
external forcings with long intervals, such as major explosive
volcanic eruptions; or sudden level shifts of data quality, such
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as changes in instruments. Multiregression analyses have been
utilized to take into account the natural superimposed vari-
ability, however they still exhibit a lot of uncertainties
[Weatherhead et al., 1998; Kerzenmacher et al., 2006] when
variability is large and not normally distributed, and when
proxies are nonlinearly related to investigated series. Spurious
trend estimates can then be derived and enhanced due to dif-
ferent time sampling [Funatsu et al., 2008]. Regional vari-
ability further complicates the determination of trends, as
shown by Funatsu et al. [2011]. Nishizawa and Yoden [2005]
show that more detailed distribution analyses could improve
trend estimates and are helpful to separate the different causes
of variability. It is particularly applicable when threshold
mechanisms are concerned like polar clouds formation [David
et al., 2009], or with the occurrence of extreme or rare events.
[4] Middle atmosphere temperature variability is also
driven by dynamics. During winter, midlatitudes and high-
latitudes are affected by sudden stratospheric warmings
(SSWs) [Labitzke, 1972; O’Neill, 2003] due to wave-mean
flow interactions that decelerate the fast eastward jet stream
which characterizes the polar vortex. As a consequence, the
vortex is distorted from its polar-centered position (forced by
radiative processes) and very large increases in temperature
(10 K to 60 K) can be observed over several weeks [von
Zahn et al., 1998] when the vortex breaks down. An asso-
ciated cooling is also noticed in the mesosphere [Cho et al.,
2004; Keckhut et al., 2011]. The stratospheric jet reversal
allows more eastward-propagating gravity waves into the
mesosphere, which leads to a strong feedback in the meso-
sphere [Liu and Roble, 2002; Hoffmann et al., 2007]. While
these effects are simulated with numerical models [Matsuno,
1971; Hauchecorne and Chanin, 1988], the exact conditions
of their occurrence are not obvious and are still difficult to
predict. Anomalies in the Arctic Oscillation seem to be
induced by the stratosphere first [Thompson and Wallace,
1998], with a time lag of several weeks [Baldwin and
Dunkerton, 2001]. Even if the exact processes are not pre-
cisely known, these studies suggest a role of the stratosphere
on climate.
[5] SSWs happen when the eastward mean flSW of the
polar stratosphere interacts with upward propagating plane-
tary waves, consisting primarily of zonal wave numbers 1
and 2 [Matsuno, 1971; Andrews et al., 1987]. Atmospheric
gravity waves may also play a role in the appearance of
SSWs when they propagate into the stratosphere thanks to
variations of the tropopause jet during instabilities in the
upper troposphere [Flury et al., 2010]. SSWs are the largest
stratospheric perturbations and explain the majority of the
stratosphere’s inter-annual variability; therefore their occur-
rence is an important issue for climate research. Their evolution
was arbitrarily characterized according to their intensity, and
partitioned as major or minor warming depending whether the
zonal wind decrease at 60N was sufficient to make the wind
reverse [Labitzke, 1981]. Charlton and Polvani [2007] suggest
a classification regarding the impact on vortex dynamics:
vortex-displacement and vortex-splitting events. Even more
recently, investigations continue [Matthewman et al., 2009]
on the 3D evolution: they establish that both types of
warming events exhibit repeatable behaviors and character-
istics, and they show that useful composite evolutions can be
built for comparisons with numerical model evaluations.
[6] Temperature lidar measurements performed above
southern France since late 1978 have been used extensively
to derive vertical profiles of temperature trends [Hauchecorne
et al., 1991; Keckhut et al., 1995, 2011] based on standard
regression analyses of monthly mean temperature. These
observations performed in the frame of the NDACC (Network
for the Detection of Atmospheric Composition Change) have
been complemented with additional stations at different loca-
tions [Li et al., 2011] and satellite instrument drift evaluations
[Keckhut et al., 2011]. Continuous lidar measurements have
also been used to report temperature evolutions during SSWs in
the stratosphere and mesosphere [Hauchecorne and Chanin,
1983]. However, to our knowledge, statistical analyses of
winter evolution according to stratospheric warmings have
never been performed on long data sets, and the contribution of
such events on trend estimates has never been assessed.
[7] This study aims to estimate long-term temperature
evolutions with a different method than the ones based on
monthly mean temperatures, so as to provide trend estimates
in better agreement with direct radiative effects. With
more representative estimates of the background temperature
and a multidecadal lidar data set, anomalies associated with
stratospheric warmings are better quantified and composite
evolutions of stratospheric warmings can be derived up to the
mesopause, complementing previous works on the charac-
terization of the time evolution of such phenomena.
[8] The present paper is structured as follows. Section 2
gives details about the lidar data set. In section 3, we explain
the concept of “background temperature,” in contrast to mean
temperature, and we describe how to retrieve it. In section 4,
trends based on this new estimate are derived and compared
with similar estimates on mean temperatures. Section 5 pro-
vides composite evolutions of the temperature during SSWs.
Finally, a discussion of the results and conclusions are pre-
sented in section 6.
2. Data Description
[9] The temperature time series used in this study results
from lidar measurements performed continuously at Haute-
Provence Observatory above southern France (HPO: 44N,
6E), from October 1978 to December 2009. This con-
stitutes the longest lidar temperature series. The measure-
ments are performed in the frame of the NDACC network
since 1991, archived by the ETHER French Atmospheric
Chemistry Group (http://www.ether.ipsl.fr) at the NDACC
database hosted by NOAA, and available publicly at http://
www.ndacc.org. Temperature profiles are deduced using
Rayleigh scattering [Hauchecorne and Chanin, 1980]. Ini-
tially, the vertical resolution was 300 m, and it has been
improved to 75 m since 1994. In order to perform climato-
logic analyses, data are smoothed similarly and vertically
with a 3 km running Hanning window. Time integrations
are typically between 2 and 3 h but could vary from 1 h to
12 h and profiles reach maximum altitudes between 75 km
and 90 km. The statistical accuracy is smaller than 1 K below
70 km, and then it increases with altitude. Systematic bias can
occur around 30 km and above 70 km [Keckhut et al., 1993],
however cross-validation performed within NDACC with a
mobile system [Singh et al., 1996], or with satellites as geo-
graphical transfer [Wild et al., 1995], as well as algorithm
inter-comparisons [Leblanc et al., 1998] do not reveal strong
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bias [Keckhut et al., 2004] except during major volcanic
eruptions when aerosols reach in some cases altitudes above
30 km [Keckhut et al., 2005]. These data are removed and
temperature above 90 km is not considered.
[10] Temperature profiles are extended downward using
radiosondes performed at Nîmes (located 60 km east of
HPO). Radiosondes are launched by the French weather
service, Météo-France, twice a day: at noon and midnight.
The successive radiosonde models used were: the MESURAL
sonde (from 1978 to 1981), then VAISALA models (RS80
until summer 2001, RS90 until summer 2005 and RS92), and
finally they were replaced in mid-2007 by the MODEM
M2K2DC. Concerning the period 2001–2009, the maximum
altitude reached by the radiosondes averages 24.5 km, and the
mean number of missing data is 11.5 days per year. The
inaccuracy of radiosondes measurements comes from both
errors in determining the altitude from the pressure and in the
temperature measurement itself [Keckhut et al., 1993]. Both
errors account for 1 K to 3 K maximum at 30 km. However,
the measurement accuracy has increased to 0.2 K since 2005
when a GPS systemwas implemented to determine the altitude
of the radiosonde balloon. Overall, comparisons between lidar
and such radiosondes measurements with the altitude moni-
tored show close concordance (around 30 km) with a differ-
ence of never more than 1 K. Jeannet et al. [2008] listed
different radiosonde comparisons from simultaneous mea-
surements. The nighttime temperature bias at 10 hPa improves
from a little bit more than 4 K in 1984 to less than 2 K since
2001, and the random errors for the same measurements
decrease from 2 K in 1984 to less than 0.5 K since 1993. Other
reports (Vaisala white paper, Vaisala radiosonde RS92 per-
formance in the WMO intercomparison of high quality
radiosonde systems, 2011) confirm that recent instruments
enable nighttime measurements with accuracies as low as 0.3
K below 16 km and 0.6 K above. Radiosonde temperatures at
00 UTC are merged with lidar data using a linear interpolation.
[11] There are 3678 lidar profiles available (with a vertical
resolution of 3 km) covering more than 31 years from late
1978 to 2009, which corresponds to almost one day out of
three. Monthly number of days of measurements is illus-
trated and studied by Keckhut et al. [2011]. Mean lag of
missing data is 2.1 days (it is reduced to 1.7 days if we
exclude the 19 periods when the measurements were stopped
for more than 40 days due to instrumental failures or stand-
by of operations), with a pseudo standard deviation of
7.1 days (3.5 days when not considering the 19 gaps men-
tioned above). Overall data quality is better in recent years
than in earlier ones. Indeed, measurements have been per-
formed more often and more regularly: 8 of the 19 biggest
gaps happened before 1981. Moreover, thanks to laser
power increase, the measurements were progressively
extended to the 90 km level: the first profiles, obtained in
late October 1978, reached 61 km, and 63 km within a
fortnight, while level 67 km was met the last day of the year.
After two years, the measurements could go up to 76 km
(late January 1981). Six month later, level 84 km was
reached, then one more year was needed for the measure-
ments to go up to 89 km (in May 1982), and finally level
90 km was first met in late December 1983. Besides, the
measurement error has been reduced throughout the years
thanks to increasing instrument quality and better under-
standing of the error sources [Keckhut et al., 1993].
[12] A linear extrapolation has been carried out so as to get
daily values from the measurements. The biggest gaps are
avoided in the study either because they happen in the
summer or, when necessary, with the exclusion of specific
winters from the calculations (see Table 1).
[13] Though Haute-Provence Observatory is a midlatitude
station, it allows the study of polar vortex disturbances.
Indeed, the polar night jet can be encountered as low as
40N. Moreover, the polar vortex does not stay strictly ver-
tical, but rather can be highly distorted, especially during
important dynamical events such as displacement-type
SSWs. Then, the lower part of the vortex (below 30 km) is
usually shifted toward Europe, while the higher part is
located in a more western region, as can be seen in the maps
provided byMIMOSA (http://ether.ipsl.jussieu.fr/etherTypo/
index.php?id=1283&L=1). This is corroborated by Godin
et al. [2002] who study ozone concentrations over Haute-
Provence Observatory and show vortex excursions happen
above the station.
3. The Background Temperature Annual Cycle
3.1. Temperature Climatology
[14] The annual evolution of the temperature at 40 km
(calculated with a “standard” moving average; see Figure 1)
shows a strong annual cycle ranging from 243 K in
November to 258 K in June, while at 65 km there is also a
semiannual signature (the minimum value is in late
December at 223 K and the maximum is reached in
November at 239 K). An anti-correlation between the two
evolutions is visible during the winter period. The semian-
nual signature concerns the higher altitudes, and appears
around 55 km. These evolutions could be approximated by
sinusoidal functions [She et al., 1995; Leblanc et al., 1998].
Table 1. Category of the Winters for the Period 1985–2009
Winter Category
1985–1986 Without major SSW
1986–1987 With major SSW
1987–1988 With major SSW
1988–1989 Without major SSW
1989–1990 Without major SSW
1990–1991 Without major SSW
1991–1992 Without major SSW
1992–1993 Without major SSW
1993–1994 Winter excluded
1994–1995 Without major SSW
1995–1996 Without major SSW
1996–1997 Without major SSW
1997–1998 Without major SSW
1998–1999 With major SSW
1999–2000 With major SSW
2000–2001 With major SSW
2001–2002 Winter excluded
2002–2003 With major SSW
2003–2004 Winter excluded
2004–2005 Without major SSW
2005–2006 With major SSW
2006–2007 Winter excluded
2007–2008 With major SSW
2008–2009 With major SSW
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However, in winter two factors perturb the evolution at
40 km. First, the variability is greater than in summer (the
mean standard deviation for winter is 1.0 K, whereas it is
0.5 K for summer) as pointed out by Hauchecorne et al.
[1991]; second, the temperature is warmer than the expec-
ted annual sine curve. These are clear signatures of strong
dynamical events occurring in winter at midlatitudes and
high-latitudes, such as SSWs.
[15] The distributions of temperature anomalies using all
the data (around 30 years) sampled into fifteen-day periods
(1st half of January, 2nd half of January, 1st half of February,
etc.) show (Figure 2) simple-bell-shaped or double-bell-
shaped curves. Double-bell shapes are observed in winter
periods, which are affected by reinforced dynamical pertur-
bations. The second, warmer bell curve is related to the winter
warmings noticed above. Therefore, in winter the mean tem-
perature is not linked to a single physical phenomenon: the
statistical distributions rather suggest that two populations of
temperatures have to be distinguished. The first one corre-
sponds to the background temperature associated with radiative
processes and any other continuous dynamical contributions;
the second one results from strong dynamical events like
stratospheric warmings (the method used to both determine
and identify the Gaussians is explained in Appendix A). Note
that major SSWs (see Table 2 for a list of their dates) tem-
peratures almost always fall within the latter Gaussian.
This reinforces our hypothesis that the distribution analysis
presented in this paper is a good method for extracting the
background temperature distribution. In one case, the
increase of temperature resulting from the SSW appears in
the data four days after the event: this can be interpreted
as the warming being not yet located above the station at
the time of the event (especially since this is a displacement
event).
Figure 1. Moving average over 15 days of the mean annual temperature cycle calculated over the three
decades covered by the measurements (1979 – 2009). Level 40 km (blue solid line) and 65 km (green
dashed line). Thin lines represent plus and minus one standard deviation (from average) plots.
Figure 2. Temperature anomalies distributions at 40 km during (a) the second half of May and (b) the
first half of February. Here, temperature anomalies are defined as the difference between the measure-
ments and the “standard” annual temperature cycle seen in Figure 1. The data considered spans over
31 years, from 1979 to 2009. Magenta dash-dotted lines show simple or double Gaussian fit of the distri-
butions. In the latter case, red-dashed and green-solid Gaussian curves represent the individual compo-
nents of the fit. The red arrow highlights the temperature anomaly (here 3.2 K) used in a calculation
presented below (see Figure 3).
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[16] These observations indicate that a method based on
the most probable value should provide a better estimation
of the temperature associated with direct radiative effect than
methods relying upon mean temperatures.
[17] For summer periods or at lower altitudes, where the
variability is smaller, the distribution is mono-modal and its
shape looks more like a Gaussian curve (see Appendix A).
[18] Resulting from the analysis of the temperature
anomalies described previously, a new method for investi-
gating long-term changes is put forward. It is based on the
following main hypothesis: the measured temperature is the
sum of two components: (1) a temperature linked to events
which represent a background state, and (2) a contribution
related to events associated with large dynamical dis-
turbances. From now on, this contribution is named “tem-
perature anomaly,” or just “anomaly.”
Tmeasured ¼ Tbackground þ Tanomaly ð1Þ
The background temperature corresponds to the temperature
resulting from the equilibrium state of the atmosphere,
mainly driven by direct radiative forcings and the mean
composition, with a standard background dynamical activity
from gravity waves and planetary waves. Therefore, the
background temperature depends on parameters such as sun
activity [Keckhut et al., 2005; Dunkerton et al., 1998],
greenhouse gases concentration [Rind et al., 1998], strato-
spheric ozone and aerosol loading for the lower stratosphere.
In our study the background temperature annual cycle is the
same for all years. The temperature anomaly is defined as
the difference between the measured temperature and the
background one. It is linked to reinforced dynamical activ-
ity, such as the breaking of planetary waves, leading to
sudden stratospheric warmings. But the temperature anom-
aly also depends on greenhouse gases concentrations, as
their increase has consequences on the middle atmosphere’s
dynamics, in particular on SSWs.
3.2. Extraction of the Background Temperature
[19] The methodology to retrieve the background tem-
perature is based on the distributions of the temperature
anomalies – described in the previous section (3.1) – for
24 fifteen-days intervals evenly distributed throughout the
year. Reinforced dynamical activity occurs for the most part
in winter, and tends to warm up the atmosphere [Andrews
et al., 1987]. Therefore, the background temperature of the
15-days period studied corresponds to (the abscissa of ) the
peak of the background Gaussian curve (as identified using
the methodology described in Appendix A). (Note that in
order to calculate the actual background temperature, we add
the mean temperature of the 15-day interval to the appro-
priate Gaussian peak.) This method leads to 24 values,
which we fit by a sine curve (or the sum of two sine curves)
to retrieve the background temperature.
[20] The effect of winter warmings on measured tem-
peratures clearly appears when comparing the background
temperature to the “standard” moving average annual cycle
at level 40 km (Figure 3). When the sum of two sine curves
(one annual and one semiannual) is used to fit the data, we
notice that the semiannual component is no more negligible
above 55 km. The annual cycle amplitude is quite stable
around 6 K from 30 km to 50 km; then reaches a minimum
of 1.5 K at 65 km; and finally rises up to 15 K at 80 km.
These results are in good agreement with the ones provided
Table 2. Dates and Types (D for Displacement and S for Split) of
the Major SSWs Considered in This Study
Date Type
4 Dec 1981 D
1 Jan 1985 S
23 Jan 1987 D
7 Dec 1987 S
14 Mar 1988 S
15 Dec 1998 D
26 Feb 1999 S
20 Mar 2000 D
11 Feb 2001 S
18 Jan 2003 S
21 Jan 2006 D
22 Feb 2008 D
24 Jan 2009 S
Figure 3. Background temperature (red dashed line) and “standard” annual cycle (blue solid line) based
on mean temperatures at 40 km. The red crosses represent the 24 values calculated to determine the back-
ground temperature. The red arrow indicates how the temperature anomaly calculated in Figure 2 is used
to place the cross.
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by She et al. [1995]. Moreover, the annual phase is in June
at 30 km and 50 km, in May at 40 km, and in January above
65 km. Concerning the semiannual amplitude, it reaches its
maximum at 65 km and its minimum at 75 km. As reported
by Leblanc et al. [1998], the semiannual component is
weaker than the annual component, except at the altitude of
annual phase inversion (65 km).
[21] Therefore, the modelization proposed for the back-
ground temperature is a sinusoidal one below 55 km:
Tbackground ¼ Tmean þDTannual  sin 2pj=366þ j0ð Þ ð2Þ
where DTannual is the temperature amplitude of the seasonal
cycle, j represents the day of the year, and j0 is the initial
phase. Above 55 km, the background temperature is
assumed to result from the sum of two sine curves with
periods of one year and six months:
Tbackground ¼ Tmean þDTannual  sinð2pj=366þ ’0;annualÞ
þDTsemi-annual  sinð2pj=183þ ’0;semi-annualÞ ð3Þ
4. Trend Estimates
4.1. Winter Anomalies Evolution
[22] To estimate the anomaly amplitudes during winters,
the sinusoidal background temperature annual cycle from
equations (2) and (3) has been subtracted. Then mean time
evolution is calculated by averaging several winters
according to the time of the warming, to identify the sys-
tematic features that can be associated with stratospheric
warmings.
[23] The mean anomaly is calculated over the period
extending from winter 1985–1986 to winter 2008–2009. The
older data were not selected because of the quality and time
sampling improving with time, as described in section 2.
Starting in 1986 allows to both avoid the first years of rel-
atively poor quality data and keep enough winter periods to
perform the calculation of the mean temperature and to
feature a strong climatologic meaning.
[24] To be able to clearly identify effects associated with
stratospheric warmings, winters were partitioned according
to the occurrence of such events. Table 1 gives information
about the category in which each winter of this period falls
into, according to the presence of a major SSW (as described
by Charlton and Polvani [2007]) and to the data quality,
which a few times was too poor and led to the exclusion of
the associated winter of the calculations. The study is limited
to major events because they are the only ones that can really
be characterized with a quantitative proxy from horizontal
meteorological fields [Labitzke, 1981]. The 24 winters are
distributed as follows: nine presented a major SSW, eleven
did not, and four are excluded.
[25] The mean evolutions of temperature anomalies for
winter periods (October to March) with and without major
SSW exhibit similarities, but also some differences (Figure 4).
The variability along the winter is also calculated at each
altitude level. From this point forward, the variability profile
of winters without major SSW is chosen as a reference to
estimate the significance of temperature anomalies: any tem-
perature anomaly above this threshold is taken into account
whereas lower anomalies are considered as nonsignificant, and
thus are not shown. As already stated, the anomalies are cal-
culated thanks to a comparison to the sinusoidal background
temperature annual cycle from equations (2) and (3), which
is the reference in this study.
[26] Both time evolutions show the same general pattern
with time and altitude. This is not fully surprising as SSWs
occur each winter, and only a few of these events are big
enough to be qualified as major. Therefore, the effects of
pronounced minor warmings are visible in both panels of
Figure 4. This general pattern is characterized by warm
anomalies which appear at 70–80 km in the first half of
October; at 40–50 km, from early December to early
February; and at 75–80 km in December and January.
Regions of cold anomalies associated with the warm periods
can be pointed out, in particular at level 60–70 km in
December and early January. Another cold anomaly des-
cends from the lower mesosphere (55–65 km) in early
October to the level 25–35 km in December. At 55–60 km a
region of small variability is noted. Overall, the evolution is
Figure 4. Mean temperature anomaly evolution (in K) from October 1st to April 1st for years (top) with-
out and (bottom) with major SSW. Altitude spans from ground level to 82 km. The magenta profiles show
the mean temperature variability (for the same altitude range). Top and bottom plots share the same
abscissas.
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characterized by a strong anti-correlation between levels
40 km and 65 km, for both winter types. This has already
been noticed in previous studies, and recently clearly estab-
lished on this data set through an EOF analysis [Keckhut
et al., 2011]. The main warming pointed out at 40 km from
December to February corresponds to the period when
stratospheric warmings happen the most frequently. The
apparent propagation of the warming, experienced for both
winter types, may probably be associated with a mean
deceleration of the vortex starting in the upper mesosphere.
[27] The differences between the two plots lie mainly in
the intensity of the temperature anomalies described above,
but also in some anomalies present in one diagram and not in
the other, as well as in anomalies slightly in advance or
occurring higher in one plot compared to the other. Anoma-
lies intensity is generally larger for winters with major SSW.
In December the temperature anomalies reach +10 K to
+15 K at 40–50 km and 10 K to 15 K at 60–70 km
whereas the similar anomalies for winters without major
SSW are +3 K to +8 K and 6 K to 11 K. The main warm
anomaly at 40 km also lasts longer for winters with major
SSW, starting as early as late November and ending only in
February. However, the warming at 65 km in November is
more pronounced for winters without major SSW. Besides,
the following cooling around the same altitude occurs
15 days later than for winters with major SSW. Concerning
these winters, the troposphere levels reveal a cold anomaly
(up to5 K) extending from mid-November to mid-December
followed by a warm anomaly; whereas there is no specific
signal for winters without major SSW.
4.2. Inter-annual Evolution
[28] The distribution of winter anomalies for the whole
time series shows (Figure 5) different patterns depending on
altitude. This reminds what was pointed out when looking at
the winter anomalies evolution: the consequences of the
occurrence of dynamical events vary with altitude.
[29] We now focus on the distribution of winter anomalies
for each specific winter. Based on the mean distributions
(Figure 5), we know that bimodal distributions can be expected.
Using the methodology described in Appendix B, it is possible
to identify the Gaussian, therefore to determine the abscissas of
their peaks, which are called background contribution and
dynamical contribution. Once again (see section 3.1), the SSWs
almost always fall within the dynamical Gaussian.
[30] Trend estimates for these parameters are calculated
using a linear fit of the parameters. The calculation of these
trends is done over a three-decade period, from 1980 to
2009. Some years are excluded (depending on altitude) to
avoid the perturbations caused by stratospheric aerosols,
up to several months or even one or two years after the
eruptions of El Chichon (April 82) and Pinatubo (June 91).
[31] At 40 km (Figure 6), the mean temperature decreases
slightly over time (0.4  0.4 K per decade), as already cal-
culated with standard multiregression analyses [Hauchecorne
et al., 1991; Keckhut et al., 1995], while the background
temperature’s decrease is significantly greater (2 0.4 K per
decade).
[32] Repeating these calculations at each altitude, it is now
possible to compare the trend profiles of the background and
the mean temperature for winter and summer periods
Figure 5. Winter temperature anomalies distributions at (a)
5 km, (b) 40 km and (c) 70 km. The data considered spans
over 31 years, from 1979 to 2009. Magenta dash-dotted lines
show the fit of the distributions. Green-dashed and red-solid
Gaussian curves represent individual components of the fit.
Figure 6. Linear winter trend estimates at 40 km: background contribution (green line and circles,
dynamical contribution (red line and triangles) and mean anomaly (blue dashed line and diamonds). Dots
represent the values calculated for each winter, and lines show the linear fits (some winters are excluded
for trend calculation). Error bars are added for background and dynamical contributions.
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(Figure 7). Winter and summer temperature trends based on
monthly mean present a very different shape, notably around
40 km. In summer, background and mean profiles are almost
the same since there is no large dynamical contribution;
therefore the most probable value is similar to the mean. In
the high-mesosphere, summer trends look more positive than
their winter counterparts, but the data quality at these alti-
tudes is relatively low and, above all, the summer periods
suffer from quite a bad sampling due to numerous factors
(shorter nights, fewer days with good meteorological condi-
tions, etc.), therefore the results concerning these high alti-
tudes have to be considered with the utmost precaution.
Concerning winter, the trend derived from the background
temperature appears to be more negative than the mean trend
at every altitude. Below 65 km, the winter background profile
is thus much closer to the summer estimates than the winter
evolution given by mean values is. Overall, these observa-
tions are in good agreement with the well-documented cool-
ing of the stratosphere [Ramaswamy et al., 2001; Eyring
et al., 2006; Randel et al., 2009] and the mesosphere [Beig
et al., 2003], and therefore tend to strengthen the validity of
the hypothesis of temperature breakdown presented in
section 3. Our results can be compared to the vertical trend
profiles found in previous studies based on observations or
models: trends derived from Stratospheric Sounding Unit
show a cooling of around 1.4 K per decade at 3 hPa [Shine
et al., 2008], while Shine et al. [2003] report a “consensus”
model-derived total trend of1.2 K per decade at 3 hPa. This
is close to what our mean trends suggest, but the “background”
trends show a larger cooling. The reinforced dynamical
activity occurring in winter causes the apparent (mean) tem-
perature trend to be less negative than the background one.
5. Temperature Evolutions During
Stratospheric Warmings
5.1. Methodology
[33] In this section, the spatiotemporal representations
focus on (major) SSWs. Although the aim is to identify the
systematic features associated with SSWs, these events did
not occur exactly at the same time in winter, as can be seen
in Table 2 (the events’ dates are provided, identified and
classified using the method described by Charlton and
Polvani [2007]). Therefore, composite evolutions are con-
structed by shifting the time axis to let the different SSWs
be coincident.
[34] Concerning the localization, though the data used in this
study is local, it is still both possible and meaningful to study
the average of several events, as the location of the vortex rel-
ative to the earth’s surface evolves roughly in the same way for
SSWs of the same type [Matthewman et al., 2009].
5.2. Results
[35] Using the data from all of the 13 events listed, a
composite of the winter temperature evolution during major
SSWs can be calculated (Figure 8). To be able to associate it
to SSWs, we can compare it to a reference like the seasonal
winter evolution constructed previously with the data
obtained during the 11 winters without major stratospheric
warmings (Figure 4, top). The main structures are as follows:
[36] 1. Concerning the mesosphere, a warm and long-
lasting anomaly (+6 K to +12 K) takes place at 80 km from
90 days up to 65 days before the event. It then descends to
slightly lower levels (70 km) and lasts for the next month.
These warm anomalies are not observed in the seasonal
signal reported (Figure 4, top) and may be construed as a
precursory signal of a major SSW.
[37] 2. Other anomalies, both warm (+2 K to +5 K at 55–
65 km around day 35) and cold (4 K to 8 K at 60–
65 km before day 40, then at 65–75 km) present some
similarities to the reference seasonal evolution, though with
rather smaller amplitude.
[38] 3. The high stratosphere (30–50 km) mostly displays
warm anomalies (+3 K to +15 K), especially the months
before the SSW and up to a week after it.
[39] 4. After that date, a weaker warm anomaly (+1 K to
+4 K) remains at level 30–40 km up to 80 days after the
SSW. This warming is stronger and lasts longer than the one
visible in the climatology (Figure 4, top), which means that
after a major SSW, the stratosphere remains warmer. Note
Figure 7. Compared linear trend profiles of the background temperature and the mean temperature for
winter and summer periods. From left to right at 40 km: summer background trend (black line and
crosses), summer mean trend (orange dashed line and squares), winter background trend (green line
and circles) and winter mean trend (blue dashed line and diamonds). The total width of the error bars is
4 sigma.
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that this composite evolution comprises two winters with
two major SSWs, as one can see in Table 2. Nevertheless,
there are not many consequences on the global features
described above, as we verified by calculating the composite
evolution without the concerned SSWs. Indeed, minor
warmings often occur before the occurrence of major
warmings, except in the early winter season.
[40] Similar temperature evolutions have been calculated
considering only one of the two different types of (major)
SSWs: split-type events (Figure 9) and displacement-type
ones (Figure 10).
[41] The evolution of split-type SSWs is rather similar to
the one of all SSWs (Figure 8) and presents the following
structures.
[42] 1. A warm anomaly (+3 K to +10 K) comparable to
the one in Figure 8 can be seen in the upper mesosphere
from day 90 to day 35.
[43] 2. A similar though stronger warm anomaly (+2 K to
+8 K) occurs in the upper stratosphere from day 80 to day
60. A maximum presenting the same intensity as the
warming at the date of the SSW (+14 K) is reached one
month before the event.
[44] 3. As pointed out in the winter evolution for all
SSWs, the warm anomaly then weakens (+2 K to +4 K) and
stays between 30 km and 40 km until day +80.
[45] 4. The strongest cold anomaly (4 K to 11 K)
occurs at altitudes from 60 km to 75 km, simultaneously
with the maximum warming of the stratosphere, in the same
way as the one observed in Figure 8.
[46] 5. The troposphere features slightly more marked
anomalies than for the picture of all SSWs, notably a cold
anomaly in the lower troposphere which spreads around the
date of the event and lasts 40 days; and a warm anomaly
before and after this period, which starts with significant
anomalies (+4 K to +6 K) at the tropopause level ten days
after the SSW. The more marked warm anomalies in the
troposphere after split-type events may be connected with
the fact that weak vortex signals propagate more easily
downward to the troposphere for this type of SSWs
[Nakagawa and Yamazaki, 2006].
[47] Concerning displacement-type events, they display
some differences with other SSWs. Their main features are
listed below.
[48] 1. The precursory warming occurring in the meso-
sphere is more intense (+7 K to +15 K) and more limited in
time (from day 85 to day 65) than the one visible for
split-type events.
[49] 2. The main warming occurring in the upper strato-
sphere is composed of warm anomalies (+8 K to +14 K)
which arise regularly (every 18 days; see the vertical lines of
Figure 8. Composite SSW evolution (mean of 13 major SSWs from 1981 to 2009). The mean temper-
ature anomaly is represented from 90 days before to 90 days after the date of the event.
Figure 9. Composite split-type SSW evolution (mean of 7 events from 1985 to 2009).
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Figure 10) and are separated by short periods (3 to 5 days)
with smaller anomalies (2 K to +2 K). This is in good
agreement with the Rossby waves characteristics: the wave
number one planetary wave, which shows the same period-
icity, prevails for displacement-type events [Hauchecorne
and Chanin, 1983]. However, the lifetime of such waves is
usually close to a month: the observed periodicity seems to
include various contributions, i.e., the occurrence of minor
warmings, stratospheric vacillation, and amplification of
quasi-stationary waves as well as 18-day waves [Hirota and
Hirooka, 1984; Ahlquist, 1985].
[50] 3. Unlike split-type events, cold anomalies (3 K to
9 K) take place in the upper stratosphere, and start as soon
as 45 days after the event: from this day, the warming
resulting from the SSW seems to be restricted to a thin layer
centered on level 30 km.
[51] 4. There is no large cooling at levels 60–70 km after
the SSW (from day +10 to day +25), instead a warm
anomaly appears (+5 K to +7 K).
[52] 5. There is no significant change in the temperature
anomaly of the troposphere, through all the winter. It stays
between 4 K to +2 K with very slow evolutions.
5.3. Comparison With Previous Investigations
[53] Comparing our study with previous investigations is
not easy since, to our knowledge, no similar statistical work
regarding SSWs anomalies in the middle atmosphere has
been performed with such comprehensive data series. Other
studies are based on data sets either shorter (satellites), or of
narrower vertical range, or displaying an insufficient time
sampling (rockets). Nevertheless, for some aspects of our
study, a few comparisons are possible.
[54] In regard to climatology, our results from local lidar
measurements are corroborated by previous works consid-
ering either local or global data. We observe higher tem-
perature variability in winter, which can be linked to Wilson
et al.’s [1991] conclusion highlighting the maximum wave
activity during this period. Moreover, a semi-annual com-
ponent is found above 55 km, which is close to the similar
60 km threshold described by Wilson et al. The anti-
correlation between the mesosphere’s temperatures and the
upper stratosphere’s has been emphasized by Hauchecorne
and Chanin [1983], similarly to what we point out. Finally,
a succession of warmings and coolings occurring at the same
altitude and reaching high amplitudes in January was also
mentioned by Hauchecorne and Chanin, which corroborates
our findings. The background temperature profiles we found
are in good agreement with the near global (70S – 70N) and
annual mean trends (calculated over 1980 – 1999) reported in
SPARC CCMVal [2010]: the different models show a cooling
around 0.8 K per decade at 10 hPa while at 30 km our
winter and summer components show a mean cooling of
0.7  0.3 K per decade; the models indicate a cooling
around 1.6 K per decade between 1 hPa and 2 hPa while at
46 km we found 1.9  0.3 K per decade.
[55] Now tackling the overall evolution of sudden strato-
spheric warmings, some of our conclusions are in good
agreement with previous findings. Alternative regions of
warming and cooling above the region of main warming
were commented by Walterscheid et al. [2000]. They also
highlighted the fact that regions of upper stratospheric
warmings are associated with downward motion, which is
visible in the different composite evolutions presented in this
paper. This downward motion was also tackled byWhiteway
and Carswell [1994]. A greater dissipation of gravity wave
energy during the SSW (in comparison with preceding and
following periods) was described, and can be linked to the
strong warming we observe around 40 km for the same
period. Baldwin and Dunkerton [2001] pointed out that large
variations in the strength of the stratospheric circulation,
appearing in the mesosphere, descend to the lowermost
stratosphere and are followed by anomalous tropospheric
weather regimes. This can be related to our findings as we
witness noticeable temperature anomalies in the mesosphere
reaching the stratosphere around the date of the SSW, a
phenomenon which is the expression of substantial dis-
turbances of the stratospheric circulation. We also notice
anomalies in the troposphere correlated to the ones occurring
at higher altitudes.
[56] On a global scale, a series of articles have addressed
the issue of the statistical characterization of SSWs
[Charlton and Polvani, 2007; Matthewman et al., 2009].
In these studies, the distinction between two types of SSWs
was made (as also mentioned by Haynes [2005]), showing
Figure 10. Composite displacement-type SSW evolution (mean of 6 events from 1981 to 2008). The ver-
tical lines indicate the local maxima of anomalies around 40 km. One of them corresponds to day 0, and
they are all separated by 18 days.
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specific features for each case. As Matthewman et al. pointed
out, the split-type events display a main warming occurring
over a large altitude range. Besides, the middle stratospheric
warming caused by split-type events lasts much longer (up to
30 days more) than for displacement-type events. In the
present study, similar results are reported with the lidar series
with even a longer duration (2 months). However, the slight
difference we find between the two event’s types at tropo-
sphere levels is not corroborated by Charlton and Polvani and
could indicate a local effect. Hauchecorne and Chanin
[1983] described an 18-days Rossby wave, suggesting its
presence through all winter. Such an 18-days period signal is
observed in our study before the appearance of the SSW, and
proves to be stronger for displacement-type events, precisely
like the SSW event analyzed by Hauchecorne and Chanin.
Such oscillations have been established as well for the dis-
placement-type SSW which occurred in 2004 [Pancheva
et al., 2008], though displaying a slightly shorter period (16
days). These oscillations illustrate the vertical coupling of the
stratosphere-mesosphere system through wave number one
planetary waves. Indeed, planetary waves propagating up to
the mesosphere may also help trigger stratospheric warmings
[Coy et al., 2011; Sun et al., 2011]. The precursory warming
we notice for displacement-type events in the high-meso-
sphere from one to three months before the SSW might be
caused by gravity waves. These waves propagate vertically
with energy deposition that can vary with altitude [Wilson
et al., 1991], as suggested by the warm and cold anomalies
we observe at the same time as the precursory warming and at
lower altitudes. In conclusion, some of our findings corrob-
orate previous studies but also specify which type of event
(displacement or split) is more likely to be concerned.
6. Discussion and Conclusions
[57] Temperature trends measured at HPO by lidar have
shown some differences in the upper stratosphere and in the
lower mesosphere between winter and summer months.
Analysis of the daily temperature anomalies suggests using
the maxima noticed in the multimodal distributions instead
of the mean, mainly during winter. One is clearly associated
with SSWs, while the other has been identified as related to
background conditions. The long-term trends of this latter
maximum show during winter a larger cooling (2 K per
decade) than when the mean temperature is used (0.4 K
per decade). The cooling of the winter background temper-
ature is then closer to the summer trend estimates, which are
similar whichever the temperature proxy used (mean or
background). The temperature anomalies associated with
dynamical disturbances like SSWs show an increase in their
intensity and occurrence that leads – when considering the
mean trend – to partly cancel out the long-term background
trend. This study does not allow to conclude on a global
scale, but it shows that winter trends calculated with the
monthly mean temperature include a large fraction of tem-
perature anomalies which are not directly related to radiative
processes and standard dynamical activity. The contribution
of dynamics to trends may contribute to explain the differ-
ences observed between trend estimates derived from dif-
ferent data sets at different longitudes [Kubicki et al., 2006;
Li et al., 2011; Keckhut et al., 2011]. It is also quite impor-
tant to keep in mind when comparing measured temperature
trends with numerical models, as the dynamical activity and
mainly the occurrence of stratospheric warming are quite
different from one model to another [Charlton et al., 2007;
Austin et al., 2009; SPARC CCMVal, 2010]. The contribu-
tion of dynamics in the winter hemisphere may induce dif-
ferences from one model to another.
[58] The temperature evolution during winter associated
with SSWs has been calculated. There are several challenges
to identify the temperature fluctuations related to a specific
event like a SSW. The first one is the reference temperature.
If it is the mean temperature, the results are biased by the
SSWs themselves, because they induce large temperature
disturbances as seen on the mean temperature and the sinu-
soidal annual evolution (Figure 3). The investigations on
temperature distributions allow to identify a background
temperature less sensitive to SSWs. Another difficulty lies in
the fact that stratospheric warmings occur permanently dur-
ing winter with different intensities. Therefore, the investi-
gation focuses on major events because they lead to an
irreversible breakdown of the vortex associated with a wind
reversal which is easy to identify. The third difficulty relates
to the dates of major SSWs: they occur preferentially in
January but the exact date may vary from a year to another.
Because this event is due to a nonlinear interaction between
planetary waves and the mean flow, a certain degree of
randomness in the time of occurrence needs to be taken into
account. Whereas qualitatively the occurring of a SSW is
related to the planetary waves’ activity and to the mean flow,
the exact conditions required to generate such an event are
not fully known. To better identify the signal associated with
SSWs, a composite time evolution has been displayed using
all the data before and after each major SSW, with the time
axis shifted according to the date of the event. Other similar
time evolutions were also plotted considering only split-type
SSWs or displacement-type SSWs.
[59] In all cases the maximum warming is observed at the
time of the SSW around the altitudes from 40 km to 50 km,
with mean amplitudes of more than 10 K. Warm tempera-
tures at this height are noticed two months before the date of
the SSW and up to a week after. This confirms that major
SSWs lead to an overall warm winter (in the stratosphere)
with a possible low occurrence of polar stratospheric clouds.
However, during displacement SSWs some short cold peri-
ods can occur, leading to sporadic polar stratospheric clouds
over Europe [Keckhut et al., 2007]. Indeed, the warming is
rather continuous for split-type events, whereas for dis-
placement-type SSWs it features an obvious periodicity
close to the one characteristic of the Rossby wave. It has
already been recognized that the wave number one of the
Rossby wave was associated with displacement SSWs,
while a predominance of waves with larger wave numbers is
required to obtain split-type events.
[60] Composite time evolutions seem to show a possible
harbinger in the upper mesosphere, suggesting the role of
gravity waves. While the mean seasonal temperature evolu-
tion also exhibits a precursory signal in the mesosphere, it
appears to be stronger for the winters including a major
SSW; and the signal observed for the seasonal evolution is
probably a contribution of all the minor warmings occurring
several times each winter. One month before the SSW hap-
pens, the warm anomaly pointed out in the mesosphere
propagates rapidly to the stratosphere (in about one week).
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[61] Finally, a warm anomaly propagating down to ground
level can be seen from 10 days after the SSW to 60 days
after. This effect is even more pronounced for split-type
events. This is in good agreement with the propagation of
the North Atlantic Oscillation reported by Baldwin and
Dunkerton [2001].
Appendix A: Extraction of the Background
Temperature
[62] We consider, at each level, the distribution of the
temperature anomalies (measured temperatures to which we
subtract a 15-days running average annual cycle) during one
of the 24 fifteen-days period of the year (first half of Janu-
ary, second half of January, first half of February etc.), using
all the data available (i.e., around 30 years, depending on the
period studied). Figure 2 shows two examples. This distri-
bution is fitted by a function which represents the sum of
two Gaussians. Initial guesses concerning the mean and the
standard deviation of each Gaussian have to be provided to
run the fitting program. The program is run 6 times with
different initial guesses. Here is how these 6 set of guesses are
determined. First, we run a simple Gaussian fit (for the same
distribution) which gives a mean value T and a standard devi-
ation s. The 6 set of guesses are the 6 different possible com-
binations when using the abscissas T  s, T and T + s, and
setting the standard deviations to s and s / 2 for the two
Gaussians. These guesses are listed in Table A1. Quite often
the resulting two-Gaussians fit is the same in all 6 cases. If not,
the case we select is determined using the method of least
squares (we choose the case which minimizes the sum of
squared residuals). Then, the bigger Gaussian is identified as
the background one. In summer periods or at low altitudes
(below 20 km), the integral of the bigger Gaussian is almost
always at least 20 times greater than the one of the smaller
Gaussian, in which case the distribution is considered as mono-
modal, and then a one-Gaussian fit is done (resulting in almost
the exact same mean and standard deviation values as the ones
of the bigger Gaussian of the former two-Gaussians fit).
Appendix B: Determination of Winter Parameters
[63] We consider, at each level, the distribution of winter-
time (ONDJFM) temperatures anomalies (measured tem-
peratures to which we subtract the sinusoidal background
temperature annual cycle from equations (2) and (3)) for one
winter. We apply the same protocol as the one described in
appendix A to determine a double-Gaussian fit. We then
calculate the distance between the two Gaussians (the
absolute value of the difference between their abscissas): if it
is greater than the smaller of the two standard deviations, the
two Gaussians are considered as being separated enough to
be distinguished, and the Gaussian with the mean abscissa
closer to 0 is identified as the background one. Else, we apply
a criterion, depending on the altitude, to identify the Gaus-
sians either by their positions (abscissas of their peaks) or
their sizes (integrals). This criterion is determined with the
study of the distribution of temperature anomalies (measured
temperatures to which we subtract the background annual
cycle) for all (30) winters (Figure 5 shows three examples).
This distribution is fitted by a two-Gaussian function, once
again with the same protocol used. The bigger Gaussian is
identified as the background one, the other is the dynamical
one. The criterion is the parameter (either the position or
the size) which allows to better distinguish between the
two Gaussians. Here is how it is determined. We compare
two ratios: the position ratio (the distance between the two
Gaussians divided by the smallest standard deviation) and the
size ratio (the integral of the bigger Gaussian divided by the
integral of the smaller one). The greatest of the two ratios
dictates the criterion used. If it is the size, the bigger of the
two Gaussians in the one-winter distribution is identified as
the background one. If it is the position, we look at the dis-
tribution for all winters to determine the position of the big-
ger (background) Gaussian relative to the position of the
smaller (dynamical) one; then we can identify the Gaussians
of the one-winter distribution.
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